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PART I : DISCOVERY AND SHARING OF 

EXPERIENCES
HOW CAN AI HELP ME LEARN ?
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SOME THINGS TO CONSIDER

Check your understanding

• Build multiple choice questions with your class note
• Ask for short answer questions at different levels
• Have the AI ask you questions at different levels of 

mastery (understand, apply, evaluaten, create)

Deepen your understanding

• Ask the AI to play the role of a novice and then
explain a concept to it. Ask it to question you.

• Ask for alternative explanations of a concept to learn
from a different perspective

• Ask for source documents and links to resources to 
learn in different ways

• Ask for ways to learn a subject based on your learning
preferences (VARK) 

• Ask AI to explain your notes as if you were a novice, 
using simple real world examples

• Ask for practical examples of concepts

Build learning tools
• Build flash cards to import into phone apps for 

studying
• Build mnemonic devices to remember concepts
• Ask AI to build a visual mindmap or representation of 

the concepts you are studying



What you did in activity 1 shows that AI cannot replace a human brain
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CONVERGENT AND DIVERGENT THINKING

What you did with your team :

• Creative/divergent thinking to think about 

what AI can bring

• Creative thinking when prompting AI to 

complete your findings

• Show critical thinking skills to assess what AI 

provided you back

• Have a convergent thinking process 

afterwards to align on what 

you finally keep

What AI did :

• AI did not create anything

• AI simply looked for information it has 

been fed/trained with

• AI replies to a request : if the request is not 

cleverly built, AI fails to provide 

something

• AI provides one biaised reply
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PART II : BUILD EFFECTIVE AND 
CUSTOMIZED LEARNING TOOLS FOR A 

GIVEN SUBJECT 
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EXAMPLES OF PROMPTS ON THE 7 

LEARNING TECHNIQUES
HTTP://TINYURL.COM/AI-AUDENCIA

http://tinyurl.com/AI-AUDENCIA
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ASSISTED ACTIVE RECALL WITH AI
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ACTIVE RECALL WITH FLASHCARDS
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CONCRETE EXAMPLES
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DUAL CODING WITH AI
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EXPLAINING TO AI AS A BEGINNER
Elaboration/Feynman Technique
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PART III : A SHORT INTERACTIVE QUIZ
IN WOOCLAP



Audencia advocates a technological humanist stance and believes that technology will 
improve human performance.

Unless otherwise stated by your teacher, the use of generative artificial intelligence tools is 
permitted in documented and homework assessments.

However, you must declare this use in writing to the professor(s) teaching your course, 
specifying (1-2 pages maximum):  
• For what purpose(s) was the tool used (e.g., creating a draft, rewriting to improve 

readability, producing images)?
• What exact content was generated (e.g. slides 3-12, paragraph xxx on topic xxx, 

calculations for question xx, the whole essay), 
• How has this enhanced or altered the skills the course aims to develop (expected learning 

outcomes)? 

Students are reminded of the principles of academic integrity and plagiarism: you must 
declare any work that is not your own in a clear and unambiguous manner.
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AUDENCIA
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ETHICS & RIGHTS
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SAFETY & SECURITY

Don’t share private
information

Conversations are not 
confidential. Used by AI to 

learn.

Chat GPT collects
data about you



AI tools may spark ideas, save you time, offer models, and help you improve your writing 

skills. Just plan to bring your critical thinking skills to bear as you begin to experiment with 

and explore AI tools.

Do NOT submit chatGPT work as your own!

« Comme j'avais un doute (une intuition ?), j'ai passé un, puis plusieurs articles à un 

vérificateur de contenu Chat GPT, Zéro GPT. Assez affligeant : sur 16 étudiants, 12 ont 

utilisé Chat GPT dans des proportions souvent importantes, et seulement 4 ont fait ça 

sérieusement, "à l'ancienne" devrais-je dire… » 
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IN THE END…
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GETTING HELP VS CHEATING
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GETTING HELP VS CHEATING



 Summarize long text or readings to prepare for class discussion

 Editing text you have written as a grammar tool (more concise, more academic) 

(word count limits)

 Transform text to audio (TTS) to listen to assigned readings (for aural learners) 

(speechify, google docs, word 365)

 Transform audio to text (STT)to read an audio lecture (for Read/write learners)
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USES OF AI BY STUDENTS TO LEARN
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PROMPTING



In order to generate responses from AI tools, you start by asking a question or making a 

request, called a “prompt.” 

You can experiment with brief prompts…

and with prompts that include as much information as possible, like information about 

the goal, the context, and the constraints.
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PROMPTING



 Clear and concise question or instruction: what do you want?

 Contextual information : background information, level of detail , personalisation

 Specify the format : bullet points, table, list, paragraph, poetry,

 Length limitation : number of words or paragraphs

 Polite : it is responding to how you prompt it

 Iterative refinement : Refer to previous response and build on it
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EFFECTIVE PROMPTING
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PROMPTING
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BACKUP



ChatGPT
Scribe
Gemini(Google)

SciSpace : a valuable tool to have in 
your arsenal. It has a repository of 270M+ 
papers and makes it easy to find 
research articles.

Iris AI : a specialized tool that 
understands the context of your 
research question, lets you apply smart 
filters, and finds relevant papers.

Research Rabbit : a research discovery 
tool that helps you find new, connected 
papers using a visual graph
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SOME AI ENGINES
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GENERATIVE AI FOR STUDYING
How can you use AI to help learn ?

 Generate practice quizzes

 Generate short answer questions at different levels of difficulty

 Create flash cards from your notes

 Propose mnemonic devices

 Create study guides 

 Summarize  or organize your notes

 Seek different ways to understand a subject

 Brainstorm ways to start a new project 

 Stimulate your thinking and develop new ideas 

 Inspire you to ask questions you might not otherwise consider

 Role play a “beginning” student you explain a subject to 
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GENERATIVE AI FOR STUDYING
Summarising

Summarising and explaining notes: If you have study material that is 
long and/or hard to understand, you can ask ChatGPT to summarise it 
for you and, even better, provide bullet points or simplify the language.

Ex. Ask chatgpt to summarize a long text

Ex. Ask chatgpt to summarize a long text adding practical examples

Ex. Ask chatgpt to explain “cash flow” using an analogy

Ex. Break down (subject/ topic) into smaller, easier-to-understand parts. 
Use analogies and real-life examples to simplify the concept and make it more relatable.”



Thank you for your attention.


